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  The brand isn’t important. Some of the brand namesThe brand isn’t important. Some of the brand names

to look for are Saxon, Sky-Watcher and Bintel.to look for are Saxon, Sky-Watcher and Bintel.

Look around for the best deal. Keep in mind theLook around for the best deal. Keep in mind the

extra shipping costs if ordering onlineextra shipping costs if ordering online

They come with 2-3 eyepieces and a finderscope andThey come with 2-3 eyepieces and a finderscope and

you’ll not need anything else to begin with.you’ll not need anything else to begin with.

Expect to pay $600 - $700 and don’t pay any moreExpect to pay $600 - $700 and don’t pay any more

than that.than that.

Don’t let the dealer convince you need expensiveDon’t let the dealer convince you need expensive

extras.extras.

At the ASV we’ve used just about everyAt the ASV we’ve used just about every

type of telescope you can imagine. Withtype of telescope you can imagine. With

that in mind, our first hand experiencethat in mind, our first hand experience

guides us in recommending an 8-inchguides us in recommending an 8-inch

Dobsonian style telescope as the bestDobsonian style telescope as the best

starter instrument to beginstarter instrument to begin

observational astronomy.observational astronomy.  
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what do we recommendwhat do we recommend  

The moons of Jupiter.The moons of Jupiter.

Rings of Saturn.Rings of Saturn.

FIne close-ups of craters on the Moon.FIne close-ups of craters on the Moon.

Beautiful clusters of stars.Beautiful clusters of stars.   

And from a dark sky - away from city lights, it will show youAnd from a dark sky - away from city lights, it will show you

nebulae and galaxies.nebulae and galaxies.

We’ve found this size and type of telescope is the-We’ve found this size and type of telescope is the-

simplest, easiest and quickest to set up and use.simplest, easiest and quickest to set up and use.    ItIt

also gives the most ‘bang’ for your buck!also gives the most ‘bang’ for your buck!      You will getYou will get

good views of:good views of:
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Read the instructions through carefully – twice!Read the instructions through carefully – twice!

Assemble your telescope during the day.Assemble your telescope during the day.

Practice using it in daylight hours to look at distantPractice using it in daylight hours to look at distant

hills or buildings.hills or buildings.   

Don’t look at the sun! Never do this with your telescope.Don’t look at the sun! Never do this with your telescope.

If objects are upside down, don’t worry, that's normalIf objects are upside down, don’t worry, that's normal

for astronomical telescopes.for astronomical telescopes.

Make the moon the first celestial object you aim at andMake the moon the first celestial object you aim at and

use the physically larger of your eyepieces to beginuse the physically larger of your eyepieces to begin

with – always, when trying to find targets.with – always, when trying to find targets.

If you can’t afford that much just yet, thenIf you can’t afford that much just yet, then

wait until you can, else you’ll be disappointed.wait until you can, else you’ll be disappointed.

Especially don’t get tempted to buy a cheaperEspecially don’t get tempted to buy a cheaper

telescope on a tripod with a rudimentarytelescope on a tripod with a rudimentary

‘equatorial’ mount. At that lower price they‘equatorial’ mount. At that lower price they

don’t work very well and would need andon’t work very well and would need an

experienced observer to get the most out ofexperienced observer to get the most out of

them. Once you get your telescope:them. Once you get your telescope:
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If you don’t want to spend that much money on a telescope, please note that the ASVIf you don’t want to spend that much money on a telescope, please note that the ASV

has a fleet of this type of telescope and we loan them out to members for threehas a fleet of this type of telescope and we loan them out to members for three

months at a time. There is a modest maintenance cost of $60 plus a $50 refundablemonths at a time. There is a modest maintenance cost of $60 plus a $50 refundable

deposit when the unit is returned in good condition. Our loan scopes are popular anddeposit when the unit is returned in good condition. Our loan scopes are popular and

have a waiting list, so act fast if you’re interested.have a waiting list, so act fast if you’re interested.  

We also run courses on learning astronomy and on using your telescope. We have aWe also run courses on learning astronomy and on using your telescope. We have a

dark sky site for use by our members with really large telescopes in observatories,dark sky site for use by our members with really large telescopes in observatories,

and overnight accommodation. Please explore our website and follow this link to seeand overnight accommodation. Please explore our website and follow this link to see

if membership of the ASV is for you.if membership of the ASV is for you.

www.asv.org.au/joinwww.asv.org.au/join
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